Introduction {#Sec1}
============

While peer review is undoubtedly a major component in the evaluation of scientific publications, there are different views on the processes that determine which papers are being published, and thus, enter the canon of scientific knowledge. The *reviewer-centric view* considers peer review as a process which is completely driven by *peers*, who decide about the acceptance or rejection of a submitted manuscript. This view acknowledges the role of reviewers, but it typically neglects a second, equally important component in the process, namely the role of the handling editor. In the following, we thus provide a complementary view on the peer review process which emphasizes the important role of the *handling editor* in the fair and unbiased evaluation of scholarly manuscripts.

Prior to the actual peer review process, the editor handling a submission makes a first assessment of (a) its quality, and (b) its suitability for the journal. At a time when more than 50% of submissions to major journals are *desk rejected*, the initial editorial decision to consider a manuscript for further review has become a major hurdle in the publication process. Only after passing this *entry barrier*, the handling editor decides about the reviewers to be contacted. Moreover, a common experience across scientific journals is that many, if not most, reviewer invitations are either not answered at all or declined because of the overwhelming load of review assignments. Thus, finding reviewers that are (1) willing to accept to review a paper, and (2) also deliver their report (in time or after several reminders) has become a considerable challenge. Also here, handling editors play an important role. It is their scientific authority and their close ties to the scientific community which help to choose and acquire competent reviewers. However, this *choice of reviewers* can also possibly *bias the outcome* of the peer review process. Important sources for such a bias are (a) the level of expertise of the chosen reviewer in the topic of the manuscript, (b) potential social relations between reviewers and authors, or (c) the presence of known competing factions in a field that may jeopardize an unbiased evaluation. Developing a (semi-)automated detection of such potential biases that could assist handling editors in the assignment of reviewers and that facilitates a fair and transparent peer review process remains an open challenge. It is thus still the *core competence* of the handling editor to be aware of these issues during the assignment reviewers, or to detect them when assessing the submitted review reports. In summary, it is clear that it is *not* solely the reviewers who decide about acceptance or rejection of a manuscript. The *handling editor* who is able to judge, and to interpret, the review reports and the proposed decisions is---at least---equally important.

In this article we shift the focus from reviewers to handling editors, studying how the latter influence peer review processes. In the following, we summarize some recent works in this area. Given the importance of the handling editor outlined above, it is quite surprising that the current literature about peer review mostly reflects upon the *performance* and *motivation* of editors, rather than on their fundamental role to guarantee a fair and unbiased peer review process.

*Citation benefits for editors* considering potential factors that influence the decision to become an editor, Zsindely et al. ([@CR18]) reported a strong correlation between the number of citations that the editors of a journal receive and the impact factor of the journal. This finding by itself does not allow to conclude that editors benefit from the reputation of the journal they edit. However, Lange and Frensch ([@CR9]) show that editors, during their assignment as an editor, increase their citation rates in the journal they are editing. Addressing the question whether the citation benefits for editors may influence the outcome of peer review, Levy et al. ([@CR10]) investigated to what extent authors preferentially cite the editors of a journal, possibly in an attempt to increase thee chance of their manuscript to be accepted. The results suggest that authors indeed have a tendency to cite those papers which were co-authored by an editor of the journal they are submitting to.

Another line of research has addressed the *performance* of editors, and this performance can be assessed in different (not necessarily orthogonal) dimensions: (1) the ability of editors to attract manuscripts which are later highly cited, which contributes to the journal's *impact*, (2) increases in publication volume which, in particular for open access journals, affects the journal's *revenue*, (3) the editors' ability to handle submissions in a fast, fair and consistent manner, which can improve the journal's *reputation*, and (4) their contribution to advertise the journal in their scientific community, which increases the journal's *popularity*. In the following, we highlight works addressing different dimensions of performance of editors.

*Quality control by editors*: Besancenot et al. ([@CR1]) study a model which assigns varying levels of *strictness* to editors. They show that the necessary condition for a journal to publish more high quality papers is met when the editors impose a *homogeneous* and *high* level of strictness. However, at the same time Siler et al. ([@CR16]) have shown that an overly strict evaluation can result in rejecting high impact papers. While not specifically addressing the role of editors, Bornmann and Daniel ([@CR3]) have assessed the performance of quality control mechanisms by measuring the *predictive validity* of editor decisions, depending on the number of peers involved in the review process. This work complements an earlier study by the same authors, which employed a citation analysis of papers initially rejected by a high-impact journal, to assess the amount of *false positives* (type I errors) and *false negatives* (type II errors) in peer review (Bornmann and Daniel [@CR2]). These studies reveal that more careful and unbiased editor behavior often is complemented by higher publication impact.

*Editorial delay of submissions*: Yegros and Amat ([@CR17]) introduce the notion of *editorial delay*, defining it as the time difference between the submission and acceptance of a manuscript. They argue that the large variance in editorial delay could indicate potential biases in the review process. Taking into account 13 leading food research journals, they further analyze whether this bias can be traced back to factors such as the country of origin of authors. Their findings suggest that academic experience of authors correlates with shorter editorial delays, while no correlation with the country of origin of authors could be identified. Studying journals in ecology, Pautasso and Schäfer ([@CR13]) discovered a statistically significant negative correlation between the editorial delay and the impact factors of the journals in question. Similarly, studying articles from high-profile journals like [Nature]{.smallcaps}, [Science]{.smallcaps} and [Cell]{.smallcaps}, Shen et al. ([@CR15]) find a negative correlation between editorial delay and the number of citations of manuscripts. In a subsequent work, some of the authors further advance their methodology, confirming the finding that articles with short editorial delay are more likely to be highly cited (Lin et al. [@CR11]).

*Social biases*: If and to what extent social factors play a role in the scientific discourse, and more specifically the review process, has been studied in a number of works. Crane ([@CR6]) studies the validity of the *scientific behaviour hypothesis* which was proposed by Merton ([@CR12]). It suggests that personal characteristics of scientists (such as race, religion or gender) influence the way their work is evaluated. Validating this hypothesis, Crane ([@CR6]) showed that the knowledge of the academic affiliation of authors has a significant effect on the reviewers' evaluation of their work. Furthermore, hierarchical structures in science (Cole and Cole [@CR5]) and the social position and prominence of scientists have been shown to play a significant role in how well their works are recognized (Sarigöl et al. [@CR14]; Carayol and Matt [@CR4]). As these complex factors influence the impact of scientific work, similar social phenomena can potentially bias the review process.

Given the general awareness of social biases, it is remarkable that only little attention has been paid to the social relationships between the authors of a submitted manuscript and its handling editor. Garcia et al. ([@CR8]) studied the author--editor relationship in a strategic game-theoretical setting. In this paper, we contribute to closing this research gap by means of a large data-driven study of the co-authorship network of authors and editors of a large scientific journal. Specifically, we analyze how a previous collaboration of authors and handling editors in co-authoring a joint paper impacts the handling time of submitted manuscripts. The rest of this paper is organized as follows: The "[Materials and methods](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}" section describes the data set as well as our method to construct time-evolving co-authorship networks. Based on the distance between authors and editors in the co-authorship network, in the "[Results](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}" section we then analyze the handling times of submitted manuscripts. Apart from this distance, we further discuss several factors that may explain observed reductions in handling time, in particular (1) quality indicators of the submission, (2) reciprocal relations among editors, and (3) topical expertise, connectedness and experience of the handling editor. In the "[Discussion and conclusions](#Sec11){ref-type="sec"}" section, we discuss our findings and highlight their relevance for the data-driven study (and mitigation) of potential social biases in peer review processes.

Materials and methods {#Sec2}
=====================

In this section, we describe (1) the data set used for this empirical study, and (2) our method to construct time-stamped co-authorship networks based on this data set.

Data set {#Sec3}
--------

Our study is based on a large collection of meta-data on more than 100,000 scholarly articles that were published in the multidisciplinary open access journal [PlosOne]{.smallcaps}. This data set has been collected based on HTTP requests issued to the web servers of [PlosOne]{.smallcaps} with low frequency throughout the month of September 2015.[1](#Fn1){ref-type="fn"} This approach allowed us to extract meta-data on all articles published between January 2007 and July 2015, namely their titles, abstracts, reference lists, names of authors and handling editors, as well as the dates of their submission and acceptance. Notably, [PlosOne]{.smallcaps} makes transparent both the identity of the handling editor of all published manuscripts, as well as the exact times (in daily resolution) when they were submitted and accepted. The data set obtained by the procedure outlined above, provided us with data on a total of 137,536 articles. For 113,335 of those articles, we were able to extract all of the meta-data indicated above. For those 113,335 articles, we additionally applied disambiguation heuristics to uniquely identify editors based on their names and affiliation information. Based on the output of this procedure, we removed 79 publications for which the editor could not be unambiguously identified. As a result, we obtained a data set which comprises 389,960 unique authors and 8110 unique handling editors that we use to construct an empirical *co-authorship network* as explained below. The starting point of our study is to investigate relations between authors and editors of [PlosOne]{.smallcaps} in terms of *co-authorships*. Due to the data set used in this work, we can only infer such co-authorship relations based on co-authored articles published in [PlosOne]{.smallcaps}, which implies that an editor needs to have published at least one article as author in [PlosOne]{.smallcaps}. In our data set, this is the case for 4657 editors and in our study we only focus on those papers that have been handled by those editors.
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Constructing the co-authorship network {#Sec4}
--------------------------------------

The procedure outlined above provides us with a time-stamped data set which can be used to construct a *time-evolving co-authorship network* in which *nodes* represent authors of [PlosOne]{.smallcaps} publications, while *time-stamped and undirected links* represent co-authored articles published at a given point in time between January 2007 and July 2015. More precisely, we construct time-stamped undirected links (*u*, *v*; *t*) for any pair of authors *u*, *v* that have coauthored an article which was *submitted* at time *t*, i.e. where an article $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$t_1^i=t$$\end{document}$. Note that this (common) projection of co-authorship relations for articles with more than two authors implies the construction of fully connected cliques of authors.

Finally, our analysis is based on *cumulative networks*, where the cumulative network at time *T* consist of all nodes and links (*v*, *w*; *t*) whose time stamp *t* is smaller or equal than *T*. With the term *cumulative network* we explicitly distinguish our construction from *aggregated* networks, which are often constructed by using all links *irrespective of their time stamps*. In contrast, our construction respects the temporal sequence of link appearances and the cumulative coauthorship network at time *T* only contains those collaborations that have occurred until time *T*. To illustrate our approach, Fig. [1](#Fig1){ref-type="fig"} shows the cumulative co-authorship network at two different times, where authors that are also handling editors are highlighted in blue.Fig. 1Samples of the largest connected component of the cumulative co-authorship network of [PlosOne]{.smallcaps} in July 2009 (*left*) and July 2013 (*right*). *Black nodes* indicate authors of [PlosOne]{.smallcaps}, *whereas blue* indicate authors that are also editors of [PlosOne]{.smallcaps}. Node sizes are scaled with respect to node degree. *Links* indicate co-authorship relations in [PlosOne]{.smallcaps} up to the given time. The networks are magnified to depict the different authors and editors in the two snapshots. (Color figure online)

Performance measures {#Sec5}
--------------------

In addition to data that allow us to reconstruct the *time-evolving co-authorship network*, in our study we also empirically quantify *performance*. In line with the general discussion in the "[Introduction](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"}" section, the performance of journals and editors can be measured in different ways. We chose (1) the *handling time* of accepted submissions, which impacts the journal's *reputation*, (2) *the number of citations* of published papers, which reflects the journal's *impact*, and (3) the *number of downloads* of published papers, which can be seen as a proxy for the journal's *popularity*.
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                \begin{document}$$p^i$$\end{document}$ are dependent on time *t*, and can only increase or stay constant. For both quantities, we used data available from the web page for each [PlosOne]{.smallcaps} publication page at the day of its retrieval in September 2015. In our study including performance measures, we finally consider the number of citations and downloads of articles, however we restrict our analysis to those 48,482 articles that were published between August 2009 and August 2013. As our data set covers [PlosOne]{.smallcaps} publications until July 2015, this ensures that for each article we have at least 2 years of citation and download data. This allows us to approximate the scientific impact of an article *i* in terms of the citations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Results {#Sec6}
=======

Network distance between authors and editors {#Sec7}
--------------------------------------------

Based on the time-dependent co-authorship network constructed above, we can calculate the shortest path distance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Using this simple network-based distance metric, we define the distance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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In our study, we are particularly interested in the case $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D^{i}=1$$\end{document}$, i.e. those cases where a co-authorship link between the handling editor and at least one of the authors of the article exists (within the corpus of [PlosOne]{.smallcaps} papers). We specifically compare these instances with cases where $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D^{i}>1$$\end{document}$, i.e. articles where no previous co-authorship relation (within the [PlosOne]{.smallcaps} corpus) exists between the handling editor and any of the authors. In our data set, we identified four publications with a network distance of zero, i.e. cases where the handling editor was at the same time one of the authors of the article. Moreover, we identified 1067 publications where the distance is one, while for the remaining 81,671 publications we obtain distances larger than one.

At this point it is important to highlight that our data set only includes information on [PlosOne]{.smallcaps} publications, i.e. we necessarily neglect co-authorship relations between authors and handling editors which are due to articles published in other journals. Accounting for such external co-authorship relations turned out to be not feasible for this study, due to the complexities involved to unambiguously match author identities across different bibliographic databases. As such, the co-authorship relations inferred based on our corpus of [PlosOne]{.smallcaps} publications provide us with an *upper bound* for the distances $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The reader may argue that the number of publications for which the distance between handling editor and authors is one by itself does not allow us to argue about the reasons underlying these editorial assignments. Precisely, even based on a random assignment of handling editors to publications, we can already expect some papers to be assigned to prior co-authors. To study whether the observed number of distance one publications is likely to be based on chance, we compare the empirical network against different randomized versions. For this, we use the final cumulative co-authorship network *G*, emerging at the final time stamp of our analysis. We then consider two random reshuffling models. In the first model, we randomly shuffle handling editors among the publications while preserving all of the co-authorship links of our network *G*. As an additional boundary condition, we shuffle editors in such a way that each handling editor as assigned the same *number* of (possibly different) articles as in the empirical data set. As a result, we obtain a network topology with the same link structure, but where the identities of nodes have been swapped. We denote a random realization *k* of this *randomized editor network* as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The results of this analysis are shown in Fig. [2](#Fig2){ref-type="fig"}, where the red histogram represents the frequency of distances in the empirical network, while the blue and green histograms indicate the frequency of the randomized editor and co-author network respectively. A comparison of the empirical distribution with those of the randomized models reveals that the number of publications with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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On the one hand, one could argue that the higher frequency of publications with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D^i=1$$\end{document}$ compared to a random model can be explained by the fact that handling editors are more likely to be from the same scientific community as the authors. On the other hand, these findings also indicate that there is seemingly no effective strategy in place to *avoid* cases where editors handle submissions of previous collaborators. The absence of such a strategy can give rise to potential *conflicts of interests* and *social biases* in the handling of manuscript. The list of competing interests for editors in [PlosOne]{.smallcaps} includes "published with an author during the past 5 years".[3](#Fn3){ref-type="fn"} In our data set, more than 95% of the cases of articles in which the editor previously published with an author happen within 5 years of the previous publication, showing that this competing interest is not effectively prevented. In the following, we thus study the question whether we can identify traces in the data that could result from such biases.

Effect of network distance on handling times {#Sec8}
--------------------------------------------

Unfortunately, using the publicly available data introduced above, we *cannot* investigate whether handling editors are more likely to accept submissions from previous co-authors than from other authors. This is due to the fact that we do not have data on rejected manuscripts. However, we *can* investigate whether handling editors accept submissions from previous co-authors faster than those from other authors. In this section, we study this question by comparing the distribution of manuscript handling times for publications $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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As we consider the distribution of manuscript handling times $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p^i$$\end{document}$, in the remainder of our article we drop the superscript *i*. Precisely, we denote as *D* the *random variable* representing editor--author distances, and as *W* the random variable representing handling times for a publication. With *P*(*W*) we further denote the (rather broad) *distribution* of handling times. With this, we can address our research question by calculating the conditional distribution $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D>1$$\end{document}$ (*blue*). There is a significant shift in medians of 19 days. (Color figure online)

Figure [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"} shows the two conditional distributions of manuscript handling times for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D=2$$\end{document}$ in the "[Appendix](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}" section Fig. [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"}, weakening for network distances 3 and longer.

We can alternatively test this speed up in the manuscript handling time through a regression model. To differentiate between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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We finally test the significance of our findings by comparing them to the randomized editor and co-authorship networks described in "[Network distance between authors and editors](#Sec7){ref-type="sec"}" section. For this, we first generate 50 random realizations according to the two random models. For each of these realizations, we then calculate editor--author distances and calculate the distribution of handling times for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D>1$$\end{document}$ articles separately. Analogous to Fig. [3](#Fig3){ref-type="fig"}, the resulting distributions are shown in Fig. [6](#Fig6){ref-type="fig"} in the "[Appendix](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}" section. Different from the empirical distributions, here we cannot identify a clear difference. Moreover, a Wilcoxon test confirms that for both models there is no significant shift between the handling time distributions (obtaining $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Accounting for the effect of performance on handling time {#Sec9}
---------------------------------------------------------

It is tempting to attribute the fact that submissions from previous co-authors are accepted significantly faster to social biases or favoritism. However, a simple alternative explanation could be that these publications are accepted *faster* because they are, in some objective sense, *better*. A reason for this could be that handling editors, who are likely to be reputed and experienced scholars, are likely to have co-authored articles with other reputed scientists. As such, the conjectured bias could, in fact, be a quality bias rather than a social bias that is due to social relations between authors and editor (Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}).

To account for this effect, we should thus test whether those articles that are handled faster are also of higher *quality*. While it is impossible to objectively and automatically assess the quality of a research article, in what follows we proxy quality by means of the simple performance metrics introduced in the "[Performance measures](#Sec5){ref-type="sec"}" section. We particularly use the number of citations $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Like above, in the following we are interested in the distribution of these quantities. We thus again drop the superscript and introduce the random variables *C* and *S* respectively. We can now test for possible correlations between the variables *C* and *S* and manuscript handling times by means of a correlation analysis. Since the distribution of citations and downloads are broadly distributed, we add one and apply a logarithmic transformation to reduce their skewness, i.e. we take $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\log (W)$$\end{document}$ and each of the two performance measures. The negative and significant result confirm that those publications which are handled faster have indeed a higher performance both in terms of citations and downloads. This result is consistent with previous findings (Shen et al. [@CR15]), which suggested that there is a negative correlation between citation counts and manuscript handling times.

These findings indicate that our observed correlation between editor--author distance and manuscript handling times could, in fact, be a confound of article performance (and thus quality). To disentangle the contribution of article performance from the editor--author distance, in the following we fit two extended log-linear regression models. These two models explain the handling time as a combination of editor--author distance and the two performance metrics individually. However, before defining these models, we need to test for correlations between editor--author distance and the two performance metrics. The reason for this is that, if such a correlation exists, we must account for it in our model. In Table [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"} in the "[Appendix](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}" section we thus use a linear-regression model to assess the influence of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha ^s_1$$\end{document}$ play the same role as in Eq. ([2](#Equ2){ref-type=""}), capturing the baseline manuscript handling time and the additional linear effect for publications with editor--author distance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha ^s_1$$\end{document}$, this indicates a decreased handling time that cannot be explained by the article quality, as proxied by the number of downloads.

Equation ([4](#Equ4){ref-type=""}) models the handling time as a linear combination of distance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta ^{c}$$\end{document}$ accounting for the effect that citations have on the manuscript handling times of *all* publications. Moreover, we include an interaction coefficient $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta _{1}^{c}$$\end{document}$, which captures the *additional* effect that citations have on the handling time of those manuscripts with editor--author distance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"} reports the fitted coefficients of the Models 2 and 3. First, we find that the estimate of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha _{1}$$\end{document}$ is negative and significant for all models (i.e. Model 1, 2 and 3). As such, all of the regression models confirm that manuscripts submitted by previous co-authors of the handling editor are, on average, accepted faster. Moreover, the fitted coefficients for Models 2 and 3 confirm that this influence of the editor-distance also holds if we control for the performance of the publication. As can be seen in Table [1](#Tab1){ref-type="table"}, this effect even becomes stronger if performance measures are additionally taken into account. A high number of citations and downloads shortens the handling time of all publications, as shown by the negative estimates of the coefficients $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta _{1}^{c}$$\end{document}$. This indicates that, for those manuscripts submitted by previous co-authors of the handling editor, we cannot conclude a difference in the magnitude of the effect of quality in manuscript handling time.

We complement our study of how performance measures and editor distances influence manuscript handling times by taking a different perspective on the fitted parameters of Model 3. For this, we use the fitted model coefficients for the two cases $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta _{D,1}=1$$\end{document}$ separately, and visualize how the manuscript handling time *W* predicted by the model depends on (1) the number of downloads *S* and (2) the number of citations *C* of an article. The predicted handling times are shown in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a, b.[5](#Fn5){ref-type="fn"}

This visualization of the fitted coefficients highlights several interesting findings of our analysis: first, both in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a, b), we observe that both curves exhibit a negative slope, which corresponds to the significantly negative estimate of the model coefficients $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta ^c$$\end{document}$. An intuitive interpretation of this striking finding is that manuscripts which are handled faster by editors are indeed likely to have higher *quality* (as indicated by the future number of downloads and citations). Secondly, both for the number of downloads in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}a and the number of citations in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"}b, we observe a clear shift in the vertical direction between (1) the predicted handling time for articles with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\alpha ^C_1$$\end{document}$. Figure [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} shows that this shift holds *throughout the whole range* of article performance metrics, both in terms of downloads and citations. A natural interpretation of this finding is that---independent of the *quality* of a manuscript---those manuscripts with an editor--author distance of one are *always* handled faster than those manuscript where the distance is larger. Finally the fitted interaction coefficient $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\beta ^c_1$$\end{document}$ appears as a soft difference between the intensity of these trends in the citations case. Moreover, a small narrowing can be observed for those articles with a large number of citations. This finding suggests that the effect of social relations, as captured in terms of the author--editor distance, on manuscript handling times is less pronounced for very highly cited articles (but still present).Fig. 4Predicted manuscript handling times for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D>1$$\end{document}$ (*red*). *Shaded areas* show 95% confidence intervals of the prediction, **a** manuscript handling times predicted by the model depending on the number of article downloads, **b** manuscript handling times predicted by the model depending on the number of citations. (Color figure online)

To verify the adequacy of our regression models, we have performed a diagnostic analysis and the results of this analysis are shown in Figs. [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} and [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} in the "[Appendix](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}" section. We find that the residuals of both fits are approximately normal and unbiased, which shows that assumptions underlying the log-linear regression model hold. In order to control for potential temporal inhomogeneities in the observed statistical dependencies, we further stratified our analysis by repeatedly fitting our regression model for co-authorship networks filtered by a given year. As shown in Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"} in the "[Appendix](#Sec12){ref-type="sec"}" section, all of the statistically significant fitted coefficients are qualitatively similar to those for the whole corpus. Furthermore, we tested the role of time between publication date and the date of the collaboration between handling editors and authors. We fitted a model with dummy variables for various values of this lag, finding that the coefficient of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D=1$$\end{document}$ is negative and significant across values of the lag, as reported in the "[Role of time between collaboration with editor and publication](#Sec17){ref-type="sec"}" section. This shows that our conclusion that the handling time of manuscripts with editor--author distance of one is significantly shorter than that of other manuscripts (1) does not sensitively depend on the chosen time frame, and (2) is statistically significant for data on each year after 2010 individually.

We tested the possible role of confounding factors in our results in an additional regression model taking into account various control variables, including editor experience, topic similarity, and amount of coauthors. We found that the effect of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D=1$$\end{document}$ in handling times is robust against the inclusion of these controls (see "[Correcting for experience, connectedness and topical similarity](#Sec18){ref-type="sec"}" section), highlighting the robustness of our findings. Finally, we repeated the same analysis but testing if citing the handling editor in the publication is also related to shorter handling time. We found no significant effect, as reported in the "[Correcting for experience, connectedness and topical similarity](#Sec18){ref-type="sec"}" section, illustrating an alternative condition in which some relation to the editor is not related to different handling times.

Reciprocity between editors {#Sec10}
---------------------------

So far we have considered relationships between editors and authors which are based on co-authorship relations. However, we can think of other social relationships which are not based on coauthorships. As an example, editors could have reciprocal relationships in which one editor handles publications authored by the other and vice versa. Such reciprocal relationships can occur even if these editors have not previously coauthored an article.

Our data set allows us to test whether such reciprocal relations exist and to what extent they impact handling times of publications. Formally, we define a reciprocal editor relationship between two editors $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p^i$$\end{document}$. Since each reciprocal relationship is necessarily based on two publications $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p^j$$\end{document}$, we can identify the younger of these two publications, i.e. the one which was submitted later. We call this younger publication (e.g. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p^j$$\end{document}$) the *reciprocating publication*, while we call the older one the *preceding publication* (e.g. $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p^i$$\end{document}$). Notably, reciprocating publications are necessarily handled by an editor whose own (preceding) publication was previously accepted by one of the authors of this publication.

In our data set, we identify 330 reciprocating publications. In the following, we measure the handling time of *reciprocating publications* as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$W^j$$\end{document}$ and compare them to the handling times of (1) all other publications, (2) publications that have been authored by an editor but were not reciprocating, and (3) the corresponding *preceding publication*, with handling time denoted as $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$W^i$$\end{document}$. We first test the hypothesis that the handling times $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$W^j$$\end{document}$ of *reciprocating publication* are significantly smaller than those of all other publications. A Wilcoxon test shows a significant difference of 28 days between the medians of both distributions (confidence interval \[23, 34\], $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$p<10^{-15}$$\end{document}$), i.e. reciprocating publications are on average accepted 4 weeks earlier than other manuscripts.

This difference can either be attributed to the reciprocal editor relation, or to the fact that editors, in general, write articles that are accepted faster. To discern between these two alternative explanations, we compare $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Discussion and conclusions {#Sec11}
==========================

Just like any other human endeavour, the academic peer review process is not free of prejudices and social biases (Merton [@CR12]). While this problem is mostly discussed with respect to the reviewers of a publication, in our paper we focus particularly on the role of *handling editors* and their relation to the authors of the manuscripts they handle.

Our view is motivated by the fact that the handling editor (1) already controls whether a submission is subject for peer review or gets desk rejected, (2) selects the reviewers and thus potentially creates a bias toward acceptance or rejection, and (3) interprets the reports of reviewers to identify conflicts between reviewers and authors or problems with the reviewers. Constituting an admittedly extreme example the challenges that handling editors face, a number of scientists have recently been found to use forged online identities of scientists to provide favorable reviews of their own submissions (Ferguson et al. [@CR7]). It is the task of the handling editor to detect, with the technical support of the publisher, such cases of blatant misconduct and to draw conclusions.

Acknowledging the key role of the handling editor in the review process, we want to quantify to what extent her performance, measured by the time it takes to handle a manuscript, is influenced by social and quality factors. This bears some limitations, which are partly due to the available data set from [PlosOne]{.smallcaps}. First of all, we have only data about manuscripts *accepted* for publication, not about rejected or withdrawn manuscripts. Hence, the handling time *W* always refers to the time span from initial *submission* to final *acceptance*. Secondly, our main variable *D*, the network distance between submitting authors and handling editor in a co-authorship network, is calculated on a co-authorship network constructed from publications in [PlosOne]{.smallcaps}. We are particularly interested in the case $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D=1$$\end{document}$, i.e. the handling editor is a previous co-author of one of the authors of the submission she is handling. But for our analysis, we have no information available about potential co-authorship *outside* [PlosOne]{.smallcaps}. Hence, there can be many more cases of previous co-authorship between authors and handling editor than the 1067 publications detected in the [PlosOne]{.smallcaps} data set. Integrating coauthorship data across journals requires advanced name disambiguation methods and the integration of multiple heterogeneous data sources. This is a challenge worth investigating in future research and it follows from our results about the subset of [PlosOne]{.smallcaps} collaborations.

Thirdly, the social and quality factors have to be *proxied* by measures derived from the available data. For example, the *social relations* between authors and handling editor are proxied by the network distance *D* calculated on the co-authorship network. This leaves out other potential sources of social influence, such as having the same affiliation, membership in the same scientific board, collaboration in research projects, etc. While consistently analyzing all possible sorts of scientific influence requires a multiplex network approach combining links from various data sources, we have investigated some additional social relations (citations, editor reciprocity) discussed below. The *quality* of a submission is proxied by two variables that refer to the *performance* of the manuscript *after publication*. Our assumption is that the handling editor is able to estimate this quality when handling the manuscript, which is then confirmed by the later success of the publication. Article performance is proxied by the number of downloads and the number of citations of the respective publication, which of course are rather crude proxies of quality.

With these considerations in mind, we now summarize our findings, to put them into perspective regarding publication practice afterwards.The case that editors handle a submission of previous co-authors ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D=1$$\end{document}$) occurs more than twenty times more often than expected at random. Even the case that the handling editor and the submitting authors have a common co-author in another publication ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D=2$$\end{document}$) occurs more than three times more often than at random. This finding points to a rather strong social relation coming from previous collaborations. It should be less surprising when keeping in mind that authors and handling editors often belong to the same scientific community. Still, it bears potential conflicts of interest when handling the submissions of close collaborators.Editors handle the submissions of previous co-authors ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D>1$$\end{document}$). The reduced handling time for previous co-authors is a robust finding, even if controlled controlling for other factors, such as the quality of the submission, the experience of the editor, and the topical similarity. This means that the shorter handling time of the submissions of previous co-authors cannot be explained by the fact these submissions are of better quality or more related to the expertise of the handling editor. Other possible causation mechanisms can generate this pattern, for example editors desk-rejecting low quality papers of their previous collaborators or authors sending better work to editors that were their collaborators earlier. It is left open to formulate a theory that integrates these mechanisms and design studies that can differentiate them under the appropriate conditions.Independent of the handling editor, we find that the handling time decreases with increasing quality of submissions. This confirms previous findings of Shen et al. ([@CR15]) and Lin et al. ([@CR11]). If we were to only attribute this effect to the handling editor, it implies that the editor is able to judge the better quality of the submission and, thus, to handle it more efficiently. But also reviewers may contribute to this effect, being able to write their report faster and more easily if the manuscript is of higher quality.These main findings are complemented by a number of interesting observations:*Effects at longer distances*: we find indications that shorter handling times might still exist at moderate distances longer than one, i.e. editors at distance two in the coauthorship networks might still handle submissions faster. Measuring the reach of shorter handling times with network distance requires information on collaborations beyond a single journal, a question that remains open for future research.*Difference between citations and downloads*: both variables are used in our investigation to proxy the quality of the submission. Regarding their overall impact on the main findings above, they behave similarly. However, only one of these, namely the *citations*, shows a correlation with the author--editor distance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D=1$$\end{document}$. Citations measure the impact of a publication (and, consequently, of the journal), whereas downloads rather measure the *popularity*. Hence, in terms of citations, we find that articles with an author--editor distance $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D=1$$\end{document}$ have slightly higher scientific impact but not higher popularity.*Editor citations*: as discussed in the "[Introduction](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"}" section, there is a positive relation between editorship and the number of citations an editor receives as an author. Submitting authors might expect some advantage from citing the handling editor, for example as a shorter handling time. We investigated this possible relation in our data set by repeating our controlled regression using as explanatory variable whether the submission cites a previous work of the handling editor, rather the $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D=1$$\end{document}$ relationship. We found no significant effect, as shown in "[Correcting for experience, connectedness and topical similarity](#Sec18){ref-type="sec"}" section, revealing that we do not have evidence that citing the handling editor has an effect on handling time.*Reciprocity between editors*: handling times are shorter not only for submissions by the co-authors of the handling editor, but also for articles submitted by other editors who previously handled the articles of the handling editor. This result points to a possible relationship between editors that calls for a revision of the incentives and practices of editors across journals.Eventually, we discuss how our main finding, the significant reduction of manuscript handling times for (a) previous co-authors/previous handling editors and (b) high quality submissions, relates to editor and journal performance. In the "[Introduction](#Sec1){ref-type="sec"}" section, we listed four different dimensions for such performance, (1) impact, (2) revenue, (3) reputation, (4) popularity. As we confirmed in our study, the handling editor is able to detect quality submissions. This correlates positively with *impact*, as measured by the number of citations, and *popularity*, as measured by the number of downloads. Shorter handling times also positively influence *reputation*, as long as they indicate a fast and reliable manuscript handling.

There is, however, a potential risk to reputation as previous co-authors and previous handling editors might be seen as receiving preferential treatment and thus general reputation can decrease. It is left to evaluate the impact of all these effects on the *revenue* of the journal, testing whether the journal could economically benefit from an incentive scheme in which only some submissions are processed faster.

The results of this study remind us that *editors are humans*, and as such they are subject to introduce a social bias in the functioning of the scientific community at large. Combining the transparent and open policy of [PlosOne]{.smallcaps} with large data processing techniques, we have been able to detect and diagnose the existence of relationships between the handling time of articles and author--editor relations. Our approach thus offers a mechanism for journals and regulators to monitor such undesirable differences, motivating future data-driven editorial policies that can ensure a fair, transparent, and unbiased handling of submissions.

Appendix {#Sec12}
========

Handling times in randomized networks {#Sec13}
-------------------------------------

We measure median handling times in the empirical data and simulations for articles with longer network distances. Figure [5](#Fig5){ref-type="fig"} shows an important difference in the median time between data and simulations when at distance one, with some difference at distance two, and almost no difference at distance three.Fig. 5Mean time to acceptance of articles at various network distances for the empirical network and the two randomized networks. Shorter acceptance times can be observed at distances one and two, becoming very close at distance three and beyond

We compared our empirical finding of faster handling times for articles with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D>1$$\end{document}$ (*blue*) in 50 simulations of the randomized editor network (*left*) and of the randomized co-authorship network (*right*). There is no clear shift between the conditional distributions for the two shuffled networks. (Color figure online)

Analysis of performance measures {#Sec14}
--------------------------------

See Tables [3](#Tab3){ref-type="table"} and [4](#Tab4){ref-type="table"}. Table 3Pearson correlation coefficients and Bonferroni corrected *p* values between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Diagnostics on model fits {#Sec15}
-------------------------

Figure [7](#Fig7){ref-type="fig"} outlines the adequacy of the model we used in explaining the relation between handling time, citations, and $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\delta _{D,1}$$\end{document}$. The left panel of the figure shows that residuals are largely unbiased with respect to the fitted value, and the panel on the right shows the histogram of residuals which are approximately normally distributed. Similarly, Fig. [8](#Fig8){ref-type="fig"} outlines the adequacy of the model model controlling for downloads.Fig. 7Residuals versus fitted values (*right*) and the histogram of residuals (*left*) for the model of handling time controlling for citations Fig. 8Residuals versus fitted values (*right*) and the histogram of residuals (*left*) for the model of handling time controlling for downloads

Yearly stratified regression analysis {#Sec16}
-------------------------------------

See Table [5](#Tab5){ref-type="table"}.Table 5Regression results stratified per year for the model of $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Role of time between collaboration with editor and publication {#Sec17}
--------------------------------------------------------------

To test a possible effect of time passing between publication date and the date of the collaboration between the editor and one author of the article, we fitted a model with dummy variables for $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Correcting for experience, connectedness and topical similarity {#Sec18}
---------------------------------------------------------------

Finally, apart from the factors outlined in the "[Results](#Sec6){ref-type="sec"}" section, the handling time of manuscripts can be influenced by other factors such as (1) the experience of an editor, (2) the number of collaborators of an editor (which could serve as potential reviewers), (3) the topical similarity between the paper and the editor's expertise, (4) the number of collaborators of authors, and (5) the amount of authors of the publication. In the following, we test whether our results are robust if we control for these additional parameters. For this, we quantify *editor experience* in terms of the number of submissions handled by the editor prior to the current assignment. The underlying assumption is that editors who handled a larger number of submissions are more experienced and thus able to find reliable reviewers in a shorter time. We quantify the *number of collaborators* by the editors' degree in the co-authorship network, i.e. their number of different coauthors. Here, the assumption is that editors with a larger author degree, have a large network of trusted colleagues that will help them to quickly identify competent (and reliable) reviewers. Finally, we quantify the *topical similarity* between the manuscripts handled by editors and their own publications by studying their overlap in terms of reference lists. The underlying assumption is that manuscripts with high topical similarity to the editor's publications can be handled in shorter time, since the editor is an expert him or herself. Finally, the fact that an editor handles the submission of previous co-authors can also be a mere combinatorial effect if some of the authors of the submission have a large number of co-authors. In the following, we correct for this by additionally studying the *number of collaborators of authors*, in particular by the *maximum degree* of any author in the co-authorship network. Finally, we control for the *amount of co-authors of the article*, i.e. the length of the author list. This is necessary to correct for possible size effects stemming from larger co-author groups, which are more likely to have collaborated before with the handling editor.

This leaves us with five factors, whose influence on the handling time of manuscripts we will test in the following. To test the robustness of our main finding, we again combine these factors with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D=1$$\end{document}$ is robust to the inclusion of controls and the effect of citing the editor is not significant\* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$D=1$$\end{document}$ is robust to these controls and the effect of citing the editor stays non-significant\* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Another possible influence of the handling editor could come from the fact that previous publications of the handling editor (as an author) are *cited* in the submission she handles. Different from the *undirected* relation of a previous co-authorship between the authors and the handling editor, a citation of the editor's work creates a *directed link* that expresses scientific impact. We quantify this kind of directed relationship as a binary variable $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$E_{{\mathrm{cit}}}$$\end{document}$ that takes the value 1 if the article cites a previous work of the handling editor, and zero otherwise. We fit the same controlled models as above, replacing $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$E_{{\mathrm{cit}}}$$\end{document}$, reported in Tables [7](#Tab7){ref-type="table"} and [8](#Tab8){ref-type="table"}. The non significant estimates of citing the editor reveal that we do not have sufficient evidence to conclude that citing the editor is related to shorter handling times.

Note that our low frequency crawler is compliant with the Terms of Use, and copyright licenses stated at <http://journals.plos.org/plosone/>.

However, since all handling editors selected for our data set have necessarily co-authored a [PlosOne]{.smallcaps} article, this implies that $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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<http://journals.plos.org/plosone/s/competing-interests>.

Note that, since there is no significant correlation between $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$\log (S+1)$$\end{document}$, in Eq. ([3](#Equ3){ref-type=""}) we do not need to include such an interaction term.

Note that, while we use a *linear* regression model on logarithmic handling times, downloads and citations, in Fig. [4](#Fig4){ref-type="fig"} the resulting *linear* functions are plotted on a log-linear scale for better visibility.
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